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It will be shown that any two triangulations on a closed surface, except the
sphere, with minimum degree at least 4 can be transformed into each other by a
finite sequence of diagonal flips through those triangulations if they have a suf-
ficiently large and same number of vertices. The same fact holds for the sphere if
they are not equivalent to a double wheel Cn+K 2 .  1999 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
A triangulation G on a closed surface F 2 is a simple graph embedded on
F 2 so that each face of G is a triangle and any two faces share at most one
edge. Two triangulations G1 and G2 on F 2 are said to be equivalent (or
homeomorphic) to each other if there is a homeomorphism h: F 2  F 2 with
h(G1)=G2 , that is, if there is a graph-isomorphism .: V(G1)  V(G2)
which induces a bijection between their faces. Furthermore, they are
ambient isotopic or simply isotopic to each other if the homeomorphism
h: F 2  F 2 is isotopic to the identity map idF 2 : F 2  F 2, that is, if there is
a continuous map H: F 2_[0, 1]  F 2 such that the restriction H | F 2_[t ] is
a homeomorphism for each t # [0, 1], H(x, 0)=x and H(x, 1)=h(x) for
each x # F 2.
Let abc and acd be two faces of G which share an edge ac. The diagonal
flip of ac is to replace the diagonal ac with bd in the quadrilateral region
abcd (see Fig. 1). We do not perform this deformation if there is the edge
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FIG. 1. Diagonal flip.
bd in G. For, if we did, then the resulting graph would have multiple edges
between b and d. We shall use the notation Ge^ in our later arguments to
denote the triangulation obtained from G by flipping an edge e.
Classically, Wagner [33] proved that any two triangulations on the
sphere with the same number of vertices can be transformed into each
other, up to equivalence, by a finite sequence of diagonal flips. Dewdney
[6] showed the same fact for the torus, and Negami and Watanabe [25]
did the same for the projective plane and the Klein bottle. This does not
hold for other surfaces in general. However, Negami has proved the following
theorem in [26].
Theorem 1 (Negami [26]). For any closed surface F 2, there exists a
natural number N3(F 2) such that two triangulations G1 and G2 can be trans-
formed into each other, up to equivalence, by a finite sequence of diagonal
flips if |V(G1)|=|V(G2)|N3(F 2).
This theorem is a starting point of recent studies on diagonal flips of tri-
angulations on closed surfaces [4, 22, 28, 29], and so on. For example,
Nakamoto and Ota [22] have shown that the condition ‘‘up to equiv-
alence’’ in Theorem 1 can be replaced with ‘‘up to isotopy’’ although the
value of N3(F 2) has to be bigger. Brunet, Nakamoto and Negami [4] have
established a general theory about diagonal flips and prescribed properties
of triangulations. (Also Theorem 1 motivated Nakamoto’s work on qua-
drangulations in [1922]. See [27] and his thesis [18].)
There are two key facts to prove Theorem 1 in [26]. One is that any
edge contraction can be realized as a sequence of diagonal flips followed by
the deletion of a vertex of degree 3. The other is that a vertex of degree 3
can be moved to any place by diagonal flips. It is not too much to say that
the existence of vertices of degree 3 is essential for all the proofs in the
papers listed above. So, the following theorem might be surprising but
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expected for the readers who know the studies on this topic. This is one of
our main theorems in this paper.
Theorem 2. For any closed surface F 2 except the sphere, there exists a
natural number N4(F 2) such that two triangulations G1 and G2 on F 2 with
minimum degree at least 4 can be transformed into each other by a finite
sequence of diagonal flips, up to equivalence, through those triangulations if
|V(G1)|=|V(G2)|N4(F 2).
However, our proof of this theorem will proceed in a very similar style.
We shall connect edge contractions with diagonal flips, paying attention to
the degree conditions and discuss the behavior of vertices of degree 4 in
turn. We shall prepare some lemmas in Sections 1 and 2, which enable us
to carry out the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 1 in [26].
Also, we shall consider, in Section 3, the same arguments on the equiv-
alence and isotopy as those in [22].
We shall denote the minimum value of N4(F 2) by itself hereafter. In
Section 4, we shall give a general theory to determine N4(F 2) for each
closed surface F 2, introducing the notion of 4-pseudo-minimal triangula-
tions, and show that N4(P2)=6, N4(T 2)=7 and N4(K 2)=8 for the projec-
tive plane P2, the torus T 2 and the Klein bottle K 2. These values coincide
with the minimum number of vertices of triangulations on these surfaces.
Thus, there is no restriction on the number of vertices in the theorems for
them.
It should be noticed that the sphere is excepted from Theorem 2.
Actually, the theorem does not hold for the sphere. For example, consider
Cn+K 2 embedded on the sphere; there is a cycle Cn of length n along its
equator and two vertices corresponding to K 2 are placed at the north pole
and the south pole so that they are adjacent to all the vertices along the
equator. We call this triangulation a double wheel with rim Cn . The
octahedron can be regarded as a double wheel with rim C4 . Since each
edge of a double wheel is incident to a vertex of degree 4, any diagonal flip
cannot be applied to it without producing vertices of degree 3. Thus,
a double wheel cannot be transformed into any other triangulation on the
sphere with the degree condition. However, we shall show that the double
wheels are isolated exceptions for the theorem on the sphere, as follows.
This is our second main theorem and will be proved in Section 5.
Theorem 3. Two triangulations on the sphere, except the double wheels,
with minimum degree at least 4 can be transformed into each other, up to
ambient isotopy, by a finite sequence of diagonal flips through those tri-
angulations if they have the same number of vertices.
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Note that any orientation-preserving homeomorphism of the sphere is
isotopic to the identity map and that there are those triangulations on the
sphere, with a given number of vertices, whose mirror images are ambient
isotopic to themselves in the unlabeled sense. These facts imply that there
is no difference between the theorems with ‘‘equivalence’’ and with
‘‘ambient isotopy.’’
We need another kind of deformations, other than diagonal flips, to
transform the double wheels into other triangulations on the sphere, as
follows. Let G be a triangulation on a closed surface and abcd a cycle of
length 4 in G bounding a quadrilateral region R which is not a face of G.
Suppose that R contains only a pair of adjacent vertices u and v and that
u is adjacent to a, c, d and v to a, b, c. The rhombus twist is to deform the
inside of R so that u is adjacent to a, b, d and v to b, c, d afterward, as
shown in Fig. 2. We do not perform this deformation to keep the minimum
degree at least 4 unless deg a5 and deg c5 in the original triangulation G.
Theorem 4. Two triangulations on the sphere with minimum degree at
least 4 can be transformed into each other, up to ambient isotopy, by a finite
sequence of diagonal flips and rhombus twists through those triangulations if
they have the same number of vertices.
As shown in the proof of this theorem in Section 5, the rhombus twist
is used at most once in the sequence.
In Section 6, we shall discuss the possibility of extension of Theorem 2,
but reach a negative answer; the theorem does not hold for the triangula-
tions with minimum degree at least 5 or 6. On the other hand, the theorem
would be trivial for the triangulations with minimum degree at least 7 if we
do not care about the value of the lower bound for the number of vertices
which makes the theorem valid, corresponding to N4(F 2). For, there are
only a finite number of those triangulations on each closed surface F 2, up
to equivalence. In fact, it is well-known that |V(G)|6 | /(F 2)| for any
FIG. 2. Rhombus twist.
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graph G embedded on a closed surface F 2 with $(G )7, where /(F 2)
stands for the Euler characteristic of F 2 and $(G ) denotes the minimum
degree of G.
1. TRANSFORMATION PRESERVING DEGREE CONDITIONS
Let ac be an edge in a triangulation G on a closed surface F 2 and let abc
and adc be the two faces sharing ac. Subdivide ac into a path avc by insert-
ing a new vertex v and add two edges vb and vd so that v has degree 4 in
the resulting triangulation G$, as shown in Fig. 3. This deformation of G
into G$ is called the insertion of a vertex v of degree 4, or simply a vertex
insertion on an edge ac.
Repeating vertex insertions, we can increase the number of vertices of
degree 4 as we want. However, the structures around those vertices cannot
be so complicated, as shown in the following lemma. Recognizing those
structures will play an important role in our later arguments.
Lemma 5. Let G be a triangulation with minimum degree at least 4 on a
closed surface and H any component of the subgraph induced by the vertices
of degree 4 in G. Then, one of the following four holds:
(i) H is a path v1 } } } vs with s1 and there are other four vertices
forming a cycle abcd of length 4 such that a and c are adjacent to all of
v1 , ..., vs and bv1 } } } vs d forms a path.
(ii) H is a triangle v1v2v3 and there are other three vertices forming
a cycle a1a2a3 of length 3 such that ai is adjacent to vj and vk for [i, j, k]=
[1, 2, 3].
(iii) H is a cycle v1 } } } vs with s5 and G is a double wheel with rim H.
(iv) H=G is the octahedron.
FIG. 3. Insertion of a vertex of degree 4 on an edge.
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Proof. Let v be a vertex of degree 4 in G which belongs to H and let
v1 , v2 , v3 and v4 be its four neighbors. First assume that at least three of
them, say v1 , v2 and v3 , have degree 4 in G. In this case, it is easy to see
that v4 also has degree 4 in G and that G is equivalent to the octahedron.
Thus, this implies that if H contains a vertex of degree 3 or 4 in H, then
case (iv) happens.
Now assume that each vertex belonging to H has degree at most 2 in H.
Then, H is either a path or a cycle. It is easy to recognize the structure
around H as given in (i) if H is a path. Otherwise, (ii) or (iii) will
happen. K
In case (i) or (ii), we shall call H a path component or a triangle compo-
nent of vertices of degree 4, respectively. As far as we deal with triangula-
tions except the double wheels, neither case (iii) nor (iv) will happen.
Lemma 6. Let G be a triangulation on a closed surface F 2 with minimum
degree at least 4 which is not equivalent to any double wheel. Then the sub-
graph K of G induced by the vertices of degree at least 5 is connected and
has no cut vertex.
Proof. By Lemma 5, the vertices of degree 4 lie in quadrilateral or tri-
angular regions bounded by cycles in K, and it is clear that the removal of
all vertices of degree 4 yields a connected graph which has triangular and
quadrilateral faces. If K has a cut vertex v, then there is a simple closed
curve C which separates F 2 and meets K in only v. Such a curve C should
run across a face of K, along whose boundary v occurs twice. However,
such a face does not exit in K, a contradiction. K
The following lemma presents one of the key facts which we need to
prove our main theorems:
Lemma 7. Let G be a triangulation on a closed surface with minimum
degree at least 4 which is not equivalent to any double wheel. Let G1 and G2
be two triangulations each of which is obtained from G by a vertex insertion on
an edge. Then G1 and G2 can be transformed into each other, up to equivalence,
by diagonal flips through triangulations with minimum degree at least 4.
Proof. Let w be a vertex of G with neighbors w1 , ..., wn lying around
it in this order, and insert a vertex u of degree 4 on the edge ww2 to
obtain G1 . Flip the diagonal ww3 and next uw1 in G1 . The resulting trian-
gulation is equivalent to the one obtained from G by inserting u on ww3 .
All of the three triangulations arising in this deformation have minimum
degree at least 4 if degG w=degG1 w5. So, we may say that a vertex u
inserted on an edge incident to a vertex w of degree at least 5 can be
rotated freely around w.
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Now let ui be a vertex inserted on an edge ei in G to obtain Gi for
i=1, 2. If e1 lies on a path component v1 } } } vs of vertices of degree 4, then
G1 is equivalent to the triangulation obtained from G by inserting a vertex
on the edge bv1 , with the same notation as in Lemma 5. If e1 lies on a tri-
angle component v1 v2v3 , say e1=v1v2 , then G1 is equivalent to G with a
vertex inserted on the edge a2v1 , where a1a2a3 is a triangle surrounding
v1v2 v3 as (ii) in Lemma 5. So, e1 may be assumed to be incident to a vertex
w1 of degree at least 5. Similarly, e2 is incident to a vertex w2 of degree at
least 5. By Lemma 6, there is a path joining w1 to w2 through only vertices
of degree at least 5. Rotating u1 around those vertices along the path in
order, we can carry it to e2 to obtain G2 , up to equivalence, by the above
observation. Thus, the lemma follows. K
If the removal of a vertex v of degree 4 and addition of an edge ac join-
ing two of four neighbors of v yield a triangulation with minimum degree
at least 4, then such a vertex v can be regarded as an inserted vertex on the
edge ac. Referring to the above lemma, we shall say that any inserted vertex
of degree 4 can be moved to any place, up to equivalence. However, we can-
not move a vertex of degree 4 in general if it is not inserted. For example,
it is impossible to carry a vertex of degree 4 in a triangle component. For,
if we moved it elsewhere, then the resulting triangulation would have mini-
mum degree 3.
Furthermore, we should remind that an inserted vertex of degree 4 can
be rotated freely around a vertex of degree at least 5 by a method given in
the first paragraph of the above proof. It will be important later that this
rotation can be carried out in the labeled sense. See the latter half of
Section 3 for labeled triangulations.
2. DIAGONAL FLIPS AND CONTRACTION OF EDGES
Let abc and acd be two faces sharing an edge ac in a triangulation G on
a closed surface F 2. Contraction of ac is to shrink ac into a point a=c and
to replace each of the resulting multiple edges [ab, cb] and [ad, cd ] with
one edge, as shown in Fig. 4, and the resulting graph is denoted by Gac.
When we contract some edges e1 , ..., ek together, we shall use the notation
G[e1 , ..., ek].
An edge ac is said to be contractible if Gac is a triangulation on F 2.
When G is not isomorphic to K4 , then an edge ac is contractible if and
only if there is no other common neighbor of a and c, different from b
and d. Otherwise, Gac would have multiple edges. We perform only con-
tractions of contractible edges in order. If G is deformed into another
triangulation T by a sequence of such contractions, then G is said to be
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FIG. 4. Contraction of an edge.
contractible to T. Repeat contractions of edges as far as possible. Then
we obtain a triangulation on F 2 which has no contractible edge. Such a
triangulation is called an irreducible triangulation of F 2.
Note that an irreducible triangulation T has no vertex of degree 3, that
is, $(T )4 unless it is equivalent to the tetrahedron, which is K4 embedded
on the sphere. This unique exception is the unique irreducible triangulation
of the sphere [32].
Lemma 8. Let G be a triangulation on a closed surface with minimum
degree 4 and let u and v be two adjacent vertices of degree 4 lying on a path
component. If G is contractible to an irreducible triangulation T, then Guv
is contractible to T.
Proof. Let a, u, c, w be the four neighbors of v in G lying around it in
this cyclic order. Then wvu is a segment of the path bv1 } } } vsd given in (i)
of Lemma 5. Since the vertices of degree 4 are independent in any
irreducible triangulation, v can be assumed to be absorbed by one of its
neighbors, say x, through the process of contracting G into T. This implies
that Gvx is contractible to T.
If x=u or w, then Guv is equivalent to Gvx and hence the lemma
follows. So suppose that x=a (or c). Then u has degree 3 in Gva and u
will be absorbed by one of its neighbors if Gva{K4 . In this case,
G[va, ua]=Gva&u is contractible to T and G[va, ua] can be obtained
as G[uv, ua]. Thus, Guv is contractible to T via G[uv, ua]. If Gva=
T=K4 , then G would be C3+K 2 with $(G )=3 and [u, v] would not lie
on a path component. This is not the case. K
Many triangulations with minimum degree 3 will appear through the
process of edge contractions from a given triangulation G to an irreducible
triangulation T in general, even if both G and T have minimum degree at
least 4. This happens actually if G contains a triangle component of vertices
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of degree 4. So we have to adjust those triangulations by diagonal flips so
as to preserve their degree conditions.
Lemma 9. Let G be a triangulation on a closed surface with minimum
degree at least 4 which is not equivalent to any double wheel. If G is not
irreducible and is contractible to an irreducible triangulation T, then one of
the following two holds:
(i) There is a contractible edge e such that Ge has minimum degree
at least 4 and is contractible to T.
(ii) There are two edges e1 and e2 such that Ge^1 and (Ge^1)e2 are tri-
angulations with minimum degree at least 4 and that (Ge^1)e2 is contractible
to T.
Proof. If G includes a path component of vertices of degree 4 which has
length at least 1, then Guv has minimum degree at least 4 and is contract-
ible to T for any edge uv on the path component by Lemma 8. So case (i)
happens in this case.
Now suppose that there is a triangle component v1v2v3 of vertices of
degree 4 and let a1 a2 a3 be the cycle of length 3 which bounds a triangular
region containing v1v2 v3 , as given in (ii) of Lemma 5. Then the edges vi vj
and ai vj (i{ j) are contractible. If a1a2a3 bounds a face in T, then it is
clear that G&[v1 , v2 , v3] also is contractible to T. On the other hand, if
one of the three edges ai aj ’s, say a1a2 , is contracted in the process of con-
traction from G to T, then [v1 , v2 , v3] has to be absorbed into [a1 , a2 , a3]
so that a1a2a3 bounds a face before the contraction of a1a2 is carried out.
This implies that G&[v1 , v2 , v3] is contractible to T, again. In either case,
we can take a1a2 as e1 and v1a2 as e2 . For, (Ge^1)[e2 , v2v3 , v2 a2] is equiv-
alent to G&[v1 , v2 , v3] and hence is contractible to T. This is case (ii).
Consider the remaining case. That is, the set of vertices of degree 4 are
independent in G or empty. Let ac be a contractible edge in G such that
Gac is contractible to T, which exists actually by the assumption of G. Let
abc and acd be the two faces sharing ac. If neither b nor d has degree 4,
then $(Gac)4 and hence we can take ac as e in case (i). Otherwise, say
deg b=4, then b has degree 3 in Gac and (Gac)&b is contractible to T.
In this case, G[ab, ac] is equivalent to (Gac)&b and hence Gab is con-
tractible to T via (Gac)&b. Furthermore, $(Gab)4 since b is not adja-
cent to any vertex of degree 4. So we can take ab as e in case (i). K
For the sake of convenience, let T (m) denote a triangulation obtained
from a triangulation T by inserting m vertices of degree 4 on some edges
in order. Note that T (m) is not uniquely defined, depending on the choice
of edges where we insert vertices, but Lemma 7 guarantees that any two tri-
angulations with the same notation T (m) can be transformed into each
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other by diagonal flips. So, it will be convenient to treat T (m) as it were
a single triangulation in our later arguments.
The following lemma is another key fact to prove Theorem 2 and may
be an essense in our theory.
Lemma 10. Let G be a triangulation on a closed surface, except the
sphere, with minimum degree at least 4. If G is contractible to an irreducible
triangulation T, then G can be transformed into T (m), up to equivalence, by
a sequence of diagonal flips through triangulations with minimum degree at
least 4, where m=|V(G)|&|V(T )|.
Proof. We use induction on |E(G )| to prove the lemma. It is trivial
when |E(G )|=|E(T )|. Suppose that |E(G )|>|E(T )| and hence G is not
irreducible. Since the surface is not the sphere, G is not equivalent to any
double wheel. By Lemma 9, either Ge or (Ge^1)e2 has minimum degree at
least 4 and is contractible to T for some edges e, e1 and e2 . First suppose
that the former case happens with e=uv. By our induction hypothesis, Ge
can be transformed into T (m&1).
Let v, v1 , ..., vn be the neighbors of u lying around it in this order. Con-
sider the sequence of diagonal flips applied to uvn , ..., uv4 . This sequence
transforms G into Ge with u inserted on vv2 , denoted by G$, through tri-
angulations with minimum degree at least 4. Since any inserted vertex can
be moved to any place, we can translate the sequence of diagonal flips from
Ge to T (m&1) into that from G$ to T (m&1) with one vertex inserted,
that is, to T (m); if the vertex is inserted on the edge which we try to flip
now, then we move the inserted vertex to elsewhere and next carry out this
diagonal flip. Therefore, we can transform G into T (m) via G$, joining two
sequences given in this paragraph.
In the remaining case, we need another diagonal flip applied to e1 and
carry out the same argument for Ge^1 with a contractible edge e2 as above.
Thus, we can transform G into T (m) in either case, and the induction com-
pletes. K
3. NON-SPHERICAL CASES
Basically, the same logic as given in [26] works for the first main
theorem after Lemmas 7 and 10 have been established in the previous
sections. Moreover, we need the following two lemmas, proved in [26].
Especially, Lemma 11 can be obtained as a consequence of Wagner’s con-
jecture [31], but it has been proved in [3, 7, 8, 17] in elementary ways. On
the other hand, Lemma 12 has been proved as Lemma 8 in [26]. A refine-
ment of a triangulation G on a closed surface F 2 is a triangulation on F 2
which contains a subdivision of G as its subgraph.
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Lemma 11. There exist only finitely many irreducible triangulations for
any closed surface.
Lemma 12. Any refinement of a triangulation G is contractible to G.
One might imagine what happens if we restrict edge contraction to keep
the minimum degree at least 4. However, such restriction will not lead us
to what he expects. Let G be any triangulation on F 2. Put a triangle v1 v2 v3
in each face a1a2 a3 of G and add edges ai vj for i{ j to obtain a refinement
G$ of G. Then, the contraction of any edge in G$ decreases its minimum
degree to 3. This implies that G$ is a kind of an irreducible triangulation
and is not contractible to G in the restricted sense. That is, the above two
lemmas would not hold if we required such a degree condition.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let [T1 , ..., Tn] be the set of irreducible triangula-
tions of F 2, which is finite, up to equivalence, by Lemma 11. Choose any
two out of this set, say Ti and Tj , and embed them together on F 2 so that
they cross each other at their edges. First, add a new vertex of degree 4 at
each of their crossing points to regard Ti _ Tj as a graph with minimum
degree 4. Secondly, put a vertex inside each of nontriangular faces of
Ti _ Tj and join it to all vertices on the boundary of the face. Then a tri-
angulation Tij , called a common refinememt of Ti and Tj , will be obtained
and Tij has minimum degree at least 4. By Lemma 12, Tij is contractible to
both Ti and Tj .
Since there are only finitely many Tij ’s, N=max[ |V(Tij )|: 1i< jn]
is a finite constant. If |V(Tij )|<N, we insert a suitable number of vertices
to Tij and redefine the resulting triangulation as Tij so that |V(T ij )|=N.
After that, Tij also is contractible to Ti and Tj .
Let Ti (m) denote Ti with m vertices of degree 4 inserted in order, as
defined in the previous section. By Lemma 10, Tij can be transformed into
each of Ti (mi ) and Tj (m j ) by diagonal flips through triangulations with
minimum degree at least 4, where mi=N&|V(Ti )| and mj=N&|V(T j )|.
Thus, Ti (mi ) and Tj (mj ) can be transformed into each other.
Now let G1 and G2 be any two triangulations with $(G1)4, $(G2)4
and |V(G1)|=|V(G2)|N. Then Gi can be assumed to be contractible to
Ti for each i=1, 2 and hence it can be transformed into Ti (mi+h) with
h=|V(Gi )|&N, by Lemma 10. This implies that G1 can be transformed
into G2 by diagonal flips via T1(m1+h), T12(h) and T2(m2+h), as
desired. K
To replace ‘‘up to equivalence’’ with ‘‘up to isotopy’’ in Theorem 2, we
have to know how to realize auto-homeomorphisms over a closed surface
by a sequence of diagonal flips. Nakamoto and Ota have already shown it
in [22], as follows.
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Let C be a nontrivial simple closed curve on a closed surface F 2 which
has an annular neighborhood U(C ). Cut F 2 along C, twist one of the
resulting two ends through 360% and identify them again to obtain the
same surface as F 2. This deformation induces an auto-homeomorphism
{C : F 2  F 2 which fixes F 2&U(C ) pointwise, called the Dehn twist along C.
If a triangulation G contain a ‘‘ladder with zigzag rungs’’ along a simple
closed curve C, then there is a sequence of diagonal flips applied to the
edges in U(C ), as shown in Fig. 5, which transforms G into {C(G ). Such
a sequence is called the Dehn sequence along C.
Let 4(F 2) denote the mapping class group or the homeotopy group of F 2,
which is the group consisting of isotopy classes of auto-homeomorphisms
over F 2. By Lickorish [1416], it has been shown that all the Dehn twists
generate a subgroup 40(F 2) in 4(F 2) of index 2 and that 40(F 2) is finitely
generated. Humphries [9] has determined a finite set of generators of
40(F 2) for each orientable closed surface, while Chillingworth [5] has
done the same for each nonorientable one. To generate the whole of 4(F 2),
we need an arbitrarily chosen orientation-reversing auto-homeomorphism
for an orientable one and another kind of an auto-homeomorphism, called
a Y-homeomorphism, for a nonorientable one.
By Nakamoto and Ota’s arguments in [22] it follows that if a triangula-
tion G can be transformed into one which contains a subgraph consisting
of ‘‘zigzag ladders’’ placed along Humphries’ or Chillingworth’s generators,
then G can be transformed into h(G ) by a sequence of diagonal flips for
any auto-homeomorphism h: F 2  F 2 which belongs to 40(F 2). Combining
this with some additional arguments, they have improved Theorem 1 into
its isotopy version.
Any Dehn sequence keeps the minimum degree at least 4 if the vertices
lying on the ladder have degree at least 5. Following the arguments in
[22], we can prove the isotopy version of the first main theorem as below.
See [4, 22] for the details.
FIG. 5. Dehn sequence along a simple closed curve.
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Theorem 13. For any closed surface F 2 except the sphere, there exists a
natural number n4(F 2) such that two triangulations G1 and G2 on F 2 with
minimum degree at least 4 can be transformed into each other, up to isotopy,
by a finite sequence of diagonal flips through those triangulations if
|V(G1)|=|V(G2)|n4(F 2).
Now consider a labeled triangulation G on a closed surface F 2. That is,
its vertices u1 , ..., un have distinct labels 1, ..., n. Two labeled triangulations
G1 and G2 on F 2 are said to be equivalent if there is a homeomorphism
h: F 2  F 2 with h(G1)=G2 such that ui and h(ui ) have the same label i for
i=1, ..., n. So two labeled triangulations might not be equivalent to each
other even if they are equivalent as unlabeled ones.
Our previous arguments have been carried out within the category of
unlabeled triangulations and some of them do not work as they are in the
labeled sense. However, a little trick enables us to prove the following
theorem:
Theorem 14. For any closed surface F 2 except the sphere, there exists a
natural number L4(F 2) such that two labeled triangulations G1 and G2 on F 2
with minimum degree at least 4 can be transformed into each other, up to
labeled equivalence, by a finite sequence of diagonal flips through those tri-
angulations if |V(G1)|=|V(G2)|L4(F 2). Furthermore, we have
N4(F 2)L4(F 2)N4(F 2)+1.
Proof. Let ui be a vertex of a labeled triangulation with label i and
w1 , ..., wl its neighbors, and insert a vertex u j with label j on the edge u i w1
to obtain G. We shall show that labels i and j can be transposed into each
other.
First suppose that deg ui=l5. Flip ui w2 , ..., ui wl&3 in order so that ui
has degree 4 afterward. Then uj has degree l and ui can be regarded as an
inserted vertex on uj wl&1 in the resulting triangulation G$. In this case, we
can rotate ui to the edge uj w1 in the same way as in the first paragraph
in the proof of Lemma 7. These deformations transpose the two labels i
and j.
Now suppose that deg ui=4. Then ui and uj are adjacent vertices on a
path component v1 } } } vs of vertices of degree 4. Let abcd be the quadri-
lateral region containing this path component as in Lemma 5 and suppose
that ui=vk and uj=vk+1 . We may assume that deg c>s+2, up to sym-
metry. For, if deg c=deg a=s+2, then G would be a double wheel with
rim bv1 } } } vsd.
Let abx be the face incident to ab other than abv1 . Rotate v1 , v2 , ..., vk&1
around b so that they lie on bx as inserted vertices. Similarly, let ady be the
face incident to ad other than advs and rotate vs , vs&1 , ..., vk+2 around d in
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order to insert them on dy. Then ui is adjacent to b and uj to d, in the
resulting triangulation. Since deg b, deg c, deg d5 in it, we can rotate
inserted vertices freely around b, c and d. Rotate uj around d to cd, around
c to bc and around b to bui . Finally, rotate v1 , ..., vk&1 around b and
vs , ..., vk+2 around d to carry them to their first positions. Then we obtain
the labeled triangulation G with labels i and j switched.
Let G0 , G1 , and G2 be three labeled triangulations on F 2 with minimum
degree at least 4 and with |V(G0)|=|V(G1)|=|V(G2)|N4(F 2) and sup-
pose that G0 has an inserted vertex u on some edge incident to a vertex of
degree at least 5. Then both G1 and G2 can be transformed into G0 , in the
unlabeled sense, by diagonal flips. So it suffices to show that we can adjust
two labeling over G0 . As the previous observation suggests, the inserted
vertex u will play the role as a ‘‘label carrier.’’
Following the proof of Lemma 7, we can conclude that any vertex inserted
on an edge incident to a vertex of degree at least 5 can be moved to
another edge incident to a vertex of degree at least 5, in the labeled sense.
Suppose that we would like to give the label i for a vertex v in G0 . First
find the vertex w with label i. Either if w is adjacent to a vertex w$ of degree
at least 5, or if w has degree at least 5 with a neighbor w$, then we just
move the inserted vertex u to the edge ww$ and transpose their labels so
that u gets i. Otherwise, w and all of its neighbors must have degree 4 and
G would be equivalent to the octahedron, which is not the case. Then we
can move u to the neighborhood of v and switch their labels similarly.
Finally, v will get i.
Therefore, we can change the labeling over G0 as we want and conclude
that L4(F 2)N4(F 2)+1. If there is a triangulation G$0 on F 2 with mini-
mum degree 4 which has precisely N4(F 2) vertices and an inserted vertex
of degree 4, then we can carry out the same arguments as above. In this
case, we have N4(F 2)=L4(F 2). K
4. THE PSEUDO-MINIMAL TRIANGULATIONS
In the proof of Theorem 2, we have set N as the number of vertices in
common refinements Tij but we need Tij only to conclude that Ti (m i ) and
Tj (mj ) can be transformed into each other by diagonal flips through tri-
angulations with minimum degree at least 4. So we may reselect N as the
minimum number N such that every pair [Ti , Tj ] has this property for
mi=N&|V(Ti )| and mj=N&|V(Tj )|. The precise value of N4(F 2) will be
smaller than this N in general. In fact, we need only a certain subclass of
irreducible triangulations, as shown below.
A triangulation G on a closed surface F 2 with minimum degree 4 is said
to be 4-pseudo-minimal if it cannot be transformed into any triangulation
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with an inserted vertex of degree 4 by diagonal flips without producing
vertices of degree 3. We call a triangulation a minimal triangulation of F 2
if it has the fewest vertices among all the triangulations of F 2. It is clear
that any minimal triangulation is 4-pseudo-minimal and that any 4-pseudo-
minimal triangulation is irreducible.
A similar notion has been already defined in [26] for triangulations
without degree condition. A pseudo-minimal triangulation is one which can-
not be transformed into a triangulation containing a vertex of degree 3 by
diagonal flips. Negami had conjectured that a pseudo-minimal triangula-
tion would be minimal, but it does not hold in general [30]. The theorem
corresponding to the following theorem also can be found in [26]:
Theorem 15. For any closed surface F 2 except the sphere, N4(F 2) is
equal to the minimum number N0 such that for any pair of 4-pseudo-minimal
triangulations Ti and Tj , the triangulations Ti (mi ) and Tj (mj ) are transformed
into each other, up to equivalence, by a finite sequence of diagonal flips without
producing vertices of degree 3 whenever N0=|V(Ti )|+mi=|V(Tj )|+mj .
Proof. Let G1 and G2 be two triangulations on F 2 with minimum
degree at least 4. Hereafter, we shall say simply ‘‘G1 can be transformed
into G2’’ when a sequence of diagonal flips transforms G1 into G2 , not
producing vertices of degree 3.
Let Tk be an irreducible triangulation of F 2 which is not 4-pseudo-mini-
mal. That is, there is a triangulation T $ such that Tk can be transformed
into T $(1) by diagonal flips, where T $(1) stands for the triangulation
obtained from T $ by inserting a vertex of degree 4 on an edge of T $. Then
T $ is contractible to another irreducible triangulation Th and can be trans-
formed into Th(m) with m=|V(T $)|&|V(Th)|>0 by Lemma 10.
It follows from this that Tk can be transformed into Th(m+1) by
diagonal flips via T $(1). If Th is not 4-pseudo-minimal in addition, then
there is a third irreducible triangulation Tl such that Tk can be transformed
into Tl(m$) with m$=|V(Tk)|&|V(T l )|>0 by diagonal flips, and so on.
Since |V(Tk)|>|V(Th)|>|V(Tl )|> } } } , this sequence of irreducible tri-
angulations Tk , Th , Tl , ... will stop definitely with a 4-pseudo-minimal tri-
angulation Ti and Tk can be transformed into Ti (n) by diagonal flips with
n=|V(Tk)|&|V(Ti )|.
Now suppose that G1 and G2 are triangulations on F 2 with |V(G1)|=
|V(G2)|N0 . If Gi is not irreducible, then it is contractible to an
irreducible triangulation Tki and can be transformed into Tki (n i ) with
ni=|V(Gi )|&|V(Tki )|, by Lemma 10. From the above observation, it
follows that Gi can be transformed into Ti (gi ) via Tki (n i ) with gi=
|V(Gi )|&|V(Ti )| for a suitable 4-pseudo-minimal triangulation Ti . Since
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|V(Gi )|=|V(Ti )|+giN0 , then G1 and G2 can be transformed into each
other by diagonal flips via T1(g1) and T2(g2). This implies that N4(F 2)N0 .
By the minimality of N0 , if N0 does not coincide with the number of ver-
tices of minimal triangulations on F 2, then there exist a pair of 4-pseudo-
minimal triangulations Ti and Tj such that Ti (mi ) and Tj (mj ) cannot be
transformed into each other by diagonal flips with N0&1=|V(Ti (mi )|=
|V(Tj (mj ))|. Thus, N4(F 2)N0 in this case. This inequality is trivial if N0
is equal to the number of vertices of minimal triangulations. Therefore, we
have N4(F 2)=N0 . K
If we have a complete list of irreducible triangulations of a closed sur-
face F 2, then we will be able to determine the value of N4(F 2), carrying out
a more concrete argument. For example, Barnette [2] has proved that
there are only two irreducible triangulations of the projective plane, given
in Fig. 6, where each pair of antipodal points on the boundary of each
hexagon should be identified to a point. We denote them by B1 and B2
after his name. In particular, B1 is isomorphic to K6 as a graph while B2
can be expressed as K4+K 3 .
It is easy to see that B2 is not 4-pseudo-minimal. If we flip an edge joining
two vertices of degree 6 in B2 , then the vertex of degree 4 will be an inserted
vertex on an edge in B1 . On the other hand, B1 is 4-pseudo-minimal since
it is minimal. Thus, we have N4(P 2)=6 and this implies the following
theorem:
Theorem 16. Two triangulations on the projective plane with minimum
degree at least 4 can be transformed into each other, up to equivalence, by
a finite sequence of diagonal flips through those triangulations if they have
the same number of vertices.
FIG. 6. Irreducible triangulations of the projective plane.
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Lawrencenko [11] has already proved that there are precisely 21
irreducible triangulations of the torus, up to equivalence. Recently,
Lawrencenko and Negami [12] have classified the irreducible triangula-
tions of the Klein bottle which are 25 in number. It is just an easy puzzle
to recognize the 4-pseudo-minimal ones among those irreducible triangula-
tions. So we shall omit how to find the answer.
The 4-pseudo-minimal triangulation of the torus is unique and is equiv-
alent to K7 on the torus, while there are precisely 6 4-pseudo-minimal tri-
angulations of the Klein bottle, which have 8 vertices and are denoted by
Kh1 to Kh6 in [12]. Since they are all minimal and can be transformed
into one another, keeping the degree condition, we have the following two
theorems with N4(T 2)=7 and N4(K 2)=8, by Theorem 15:
Theorem 17. Two triangulations on the torus with minimum degree at
least 4 can be transformed into each other, up to equivalence, by a finite
sequence of diagonal flips through those triangulations if they have the same
number of vertices.
Theorem 18. Two triangulations on the Klein bottle with minimum
degree at least 4 can be transformed into each other, up to equivalence, by
a finite sequence of diagonal flips through those triangulations if they have
the same number of vertices.
Since any homeomorphism over the projective plane is isotopic to the
identity map, there is no gap between the equivalence and the isotopy on
the projective plane and hence N4(P 2)=n4(P2)=6. However, it is not so
easy to determine the precise values of n4(T 2) and n4(K 2), which will be
greater than 7 and 8 so much, respectively. On the other hand, L4(P2)=7
and L4(T 2)=8. For, no diagonal flip is applicable to the minimum tri-
angulations of the projective plane and the torus since they are the com-
plete graphs K6 and K7 , respectively. For the Klein bottle K 2, we do not
know yet which L4(K 2) is, 8 or 9.
5. SPHERICAL CASE
The finiteness of irreducible triangulations of a given closed surface in
number up to equivalence is one of the key facts in the non-spherical cases,
but we do not need such an abstract thing in the spherical case since there
is only one irreducible triangulation on the sphere. That is the tetrahedron,
which is equivalent to the unique triangular embedding of K4 on the sphere
[32]. However, K4 has minimum degree 3.
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For convenience, we shall denote by T4 the class of those triangulations
on the sphere that are not equivalent to any double wheel and have mini-
mum degree at least 4. Let 2n, l, r (n=l+r+2) be the triangulation on the
sphere obtained from the double wheel Cn+K 2 with rim v0v1 } } } vn&1 by
splitting its north pole x into two adjacent vertices x1 and x2 so that x1 is
adjacent to v0 , v1 , ..., vl+1 and x2 to vl+1 , ..., vn&1 , v0 . The triangulation
2n, l, r belongs to T4 if n5. When n=4, 24, 1, 1 is equivalent to the double
wheel with rim C5 and does not belong to T4 .
The following lemma is an essence of our proof of Theorems 3 and 4
and shows that 25, 2, 1 is the smallest among the triangulations in T4 (see
Fig. 7).
Lemma 19. Let G be a triangulation on the sphere which belongs to T4 .
If G is not equivalent to 25, 2, 1 , then one of the following two holds:
(i) There is an edge e # E(G ) such that Ge belongs to T4 .
(ii) There are two edges e1 , e2 # E(G ) such that Ge^1 and (Ge^1)e2
belong to T4 .
Proof. If G has some vertices of degree 4, then they lie on either a path
component or a triangle component, by Lemma 5, since G is not equivalent
to a double wheel. In the former case, if the path component has length at
least 1, then any edge e on this path is contractible with $(Ge)4 and can
be chosen as e in (i), as shown later.
Suppose that there is a triangle component v1v2v3 with a cycle a1a2a3
surrounding it as in Lemma 5, and let u be the vertex of G such that ua2a3
forms a face different from v1a2 a3 . Since deg a2 , deg a35, we can flip
e1=a2a3 to be uv1 so that Ge^1 belongs to T4 , and contract e2=a2v3 in
Ge^1 , preserving the degree condition. The triangulation (Ge^1)e2 is not
equivalent to a double wheel since it contains a path component of vertices
of degree 4 starting at v1 . Thus, case (ii) happens in this case.
FIG. 7. 25, 2, 1 .
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Now we can assume that the set of vertices of degree 4 in G is indepen-
dent or empty. Since G is not isomorphic to K4 , there is a contractible edge
ac in G. Let abc and acd be the two faces sharing the edge ac. If both b and
d have degree at least 5, then Gac has minimum degree at least 4 and we
can take ac as e in (i). So suppose that b or d has degree 4, say deg b=4,
and let a, c, v, u be the four neighbors of b lying around it in this order.
Since ac is contractible, there does not exist an edge uc in G and bu is con-
tractible. Since b is not adjacent to any other vertex of degree 4 under our
assumption, we have deg a, deg v5 and hence Gbu has minimum degree
at least 4.
In either case, we have found a contractible edge e in G with minimum
degree $(Ge)4, but Ge might be equivalent to a double wheel. In this
unexpected case, G can be obtained from a double wheel Cn+K 2 by a ver-
tex splitting. Splitting a vertex on its rim Cn results in either Cn+K 2 with
a vertex of degree 3 added, Cn+1+K 2 or 2n, n&3, 1 . The first two cases do
not happen however under our assumption. On the other hand, splitting
the north or south pole of Cn+K 2 results in 2n, l, r . Thus, G is equivalent
to 2n, l, r for some l, r1.
Since G is not equivalent to 25, 2, 1 , we have n=l+r+26 and hence
either l2 or r2. If l2, then we can contract an edge on the rim of
G to obtain 2n&1, l&1, r with $(2n&1, l&1, r)4. It is easy to see that
2n&1, l&1, r is not equivalent to any double wheel in general unless
2n, l, r=25, 2, 1 . This exceptional case is however excluded. Therefore, G has
a contractible edge e such that Ge belongs to T4 , as shown in (i). K
The following theorem is an immediate consequence of Lemma 19 and
can be proved easily by induction on the number of vertices:
Theorem 20. Every triangulation G on the sphere belonging to T4 can be
transformed into 25, 2, 1 , up to ambient isotopy, by a finite sequence of
diagonal flips and edge contractions through T4 .
Now we have already prepared all we need to prove Theorems 3 and 4.
The following proof proceeds basically with the same idea as in the non-
spherical cases since the difference is packed in the previous lemmas.
Proof of Theorem 3. We shall show that G can be transformed into
2n, n&3, 1 by a sequence of diagonal flips through T4 , using induction on
|V(G)|=n+3. It is trivial when |V(G )|=8.
Suppose that |V(G )|9. By Lemma 19, either Ge or (Ge^1)e2 belongs
to T4 for some edges e, e1 and e2 . First suppose that the former case hap-
pens with e=uv. By our induction hypothesis, Ge can be transformed into
2n&1, n&4, 1 .
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Let v, v1 , ..., vn be the neighbors of u lying around it in this order. Con-
sider the sequence of diagonal flips applied to uvn , ..., uv4 . This sequence
transforms G into Ge with u inserted on vv2 , denoted by G$, through T4 .
Since any inserted vertex can be moved to any place by Lemma 7, we can
translate the sequence of diagonal flips from Ge to 2n&1, n&4, 1 into that
from G$ to 2n&1, n&4, 1 with one vertex inserted on an edge; if the inserted
vertex of degree 4 lies on an edge which we try to flip, we first move the
vertex to elsewhere and next carry out the diagonal flip. First deform G
into G$, next apply this to G$ and finally move the inserted vertex in
2n&1, n&4, 1 to obtain 2n, n&3, 1 .
In the remaining case, we need another diagonal flip applied to e1 and
carry out the same argument for Ge^1 and a contractible edge e2 as above.
Thus, we can transform G into 2n, n&3, 1 in either case, and the induction
completes. Any two triangulations on the sphere with n+3 vertices belong-
ing to T4 can be transformed into each other by diagonal flips through T4
via 2n, n&3, 1 . K
Proof of Theorem 4. Any double wheel Cn+K 2 can be transformed into
2n&1, n&4, 1 by a single rhombus twist. Thus, any triangulation G on the
sphere with $(G )4 and |V(G )|=n+2 can be transformed into Cn+K 2
by a sequence of diagonal flips followed by a rhombus twist through those
triangulations via 2n&1, n&4, 1 . K
Wagner’s theorem can be proved in a very concrete way, which presents
an algorithm to transform a given triangulation on the sphere into a
standard form 2n . For example, such an algorithm can be found in [10],
where Komuro has evaluated an upper bound of the length of sequences
of diagonal flips by a linear function with respect to the number of vertices.
Our proof of Theorem 3 is however so theoretical that it does not suggest
a concrete algorithm. Can we show another proof of Theorem 3 which
gives us an algorithm to transform any triangulation into a certain
standard form, say 2n, n&3, 1 for example?
6. OBSERVATIONS
We can define Nd (F 2) formally as well as N4(F 2) in Theorem 2 for each
closed surface F 2. That is the minimum natural number Nd (F 2) such that
two triangulations G1 and G2 on F 2 with minimum degree at least d can
be transformed into each other, up to equivalence, by a sequence of
diagonal flips without producing vertices of degree less than d whenever
|V(G1)|=|V(G2)|Nd (F 2). However, the following arguments suggest
that Nd (F 2) is not so meaningful for d5. In particular, the theorems with
N5(F 2) and N6(F 2) in the same style as Theorem 2 do not hold at all.
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In general, it is well known that if G is a graph embedded in a closed




(A proof of this inequality can be found in [23] for example.) The upper
bound is attained by the complete graph Kn if Kn triangulates F 2 and any
other simple graph except Kn does not attain it in such a case. Thus,
d should be less than or equal to this bound if /(F 2)0, while d5 for
the sphere and the projective plane since any graph embedded in these sur-
face has a vertex of degree less than 6.
A triangulation G on a closed surface F 2 is said to be d- frozen if
$(G )d and if any diagonal flip in G results in a nonsimple graph or
decreases its minimum degree to less than d. Thus, no diagonal flip is
applicable to a d-frozen triangulation if we have to keep its minimum
degree at least d. For example, if each edge of G is incident to a vertex of
degree d, then G is d-frozen and cannot be transformed to any other trian-
gulation by diagonal flips without producing vertices of degree less than d.
(Such a triangulation is called a d-covered triangulation in [23].) Thus, if
there exist two inequivalent d-frozen triangulations on F 2 with the same
number of vertices, say M, then Nd (F 2) cannot be any number less than
M+1.
The following two theorems present many d-frozen triangulations on
closed surfaces with an arbitrarily large number of vertices for d=5 and
d=6. Therefore, N5(F 2) and N6(F 2) do not exist as finite constants for any
closed surface F 2.
Theorem 21. For any closed surface F 2, there are infinitely many tri-
angulations on F 2 which have minimum degree 5 and each of whose edges is
incident to a vertex of degree 5.
Proof. Let G be a triangulation on F 2 whose dual G* is bipartite, that
is, 2-colorable. So, paint the faces of G with white and black, corresponding
to a 2-coloring of G*. Let a1a2 a3 be any face. Subdivide each edge a i aj by
its middle points bk ([i, j, k]=[1, 2, 3]) and put a triangle v1v2v3 inside
the face. Add edges [ai vi , bi vj , bi vk], or [bi vi , ai vj , ai vk] if a1a2a3 is
white or black, respectively, as shown in Fig. 8. In the resulting triangula-
tion G$, each of bi and vi has degree 5 and each edge is incident to bi
or vi . Since degG $ u= 52 degG u10 for each vertex u of G, the refinement G$
satisfies the conditions given in the theorem.
It is not difficult to construct infinitely many triangulations G so that
their faces are 2-colorable. For example, embed the Cartesian product
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FIG. 8. Subdividing white and black faces.
Cp_Cq of two cycles of length p and q naturally on the torus and add a
diagonal to each quadrilateral face to obtain a 6-regular triangulation on
the torus with pq vertices. This can be denoted by T ( p, 0, q) if we use the
notation in [24], where Negami has classified the 6-regular triangulations
on the torus. It is clear that T ( p, 0, q) has a 2-colorable dual. Also, the
irreducible triangulation B2 of the projective plane, given in Fig. 6, is
2-face-colorable. A triangulation on the sphere is 2-face-colorable if and
only if each vertex has an even degree.
Prepare a suitable number of copies of T ( p, 0, q) and of B2 and paste
them along some faces in order. Then, a 2-face-colorable triangulation on
a given closed surface will be obtained. Inserting two vertices of degree 4
on one edge in G, we can construct another such triangulation. K
Theorem 22. For any closed surface F 2 with /(F 2)0, there are
infinitely many triangulations on F 2 which have minimum degree 6 and each
of whose edges is incident to a vertex of degree 6.
Proof. Let G be any triangulation on F 2 with $(G )6 and a1 a2a3 any
face. Subdivide each edge ai aj by its middle point bk ([i, j, k]=[1, 2, 3])
and add three edges bi bj . Then each bi has degree 6 in the resulting tri-
angulation G$ and degG $ u=degG u6 for each vertex u of G and hence G$
has the property given in the theorem. So it suffices to construct infinitely
many triangulations G with $(G)6 for each closed surface F 2 with
/(F 2)0.
For each orientable closed surface F 2 of positive genus, we have already
constructed such a triangulation as a connected sum of T ( p, 0, q)’s in the
proof of Theorem 21. Most of vertices in that triangulation have degree
6 and the vertices on the boundaries of identified faces have degree at
least 8.
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To construct such a triangulation on a nonorientable closed surface F 2,
first prepare the Cartesian product C2n_Pm of a cycle of even length 2n
(n3) and a path of length m embedded on the annulus so that the two
C2n’s corresponding to the ends of Pm bounds it. Next add a diagonal to
each quadrilateral face so that each interior vertex has degree 6 and each
vertex on the boundary has degree 4. Finally, identify each antipodal pair
of vertices along one of the two boundary cycles to obtain a crosscap.
Let M(n, m) denote this triangulation on the crosscap. Prepare k disjoint
copies M0 , ..., Mk&1 of M(n, m) and let Li and Ri be two paths of length
n along the boundary cycle Li _ Ri of Mi such that Li & Ri consists of two
vertices vi and ui . Identify Li with Ri+1 for i#0, 1, ..., k&1 (mod k) to
obtain a triangulation G on a nonorientable closed surface of genus k.
Then the two vertices corresponding to [v0 , ..., vk&1] and [u0 , ..., uk&1]
have degree 3k and the other vertices have degree 6 in G. K
It is easy to characterize those triangulations on closed surfaces with mini-
mum degree 4 such that each edge is incident to a vertex of degree 4. By
Lemma 5, they are equivalent to a double wheel on the sphere. Thus, the only
4-frozen triangulations on the sphere are double wheels. Note that 25, 2, 1 is
not 4-frozen although it cannot be transformed into any other triangulation.
Any diagonal flip in 25, 2, 1 results in 25, 2, 1 itself, up to equivalence.
Now suppose that d 7. As we showed in the introduction, there are
only finitely many triangulations with minimum degree at least 7 on each
closed surface F 2, up to equivalence. Thus, if there are triangulations on a
closed surface F 2 with minimum degree d 7, then the maximum number
of vertices of those triangulations exists as a finite constant, say Md (F 2),
and we have Md (F 2)6 |/(F 2)|. This implies that Nd (F 2) also exists as a
finite number with Nd (F 2)Md (F 2)+1. The equality holds if and only if
there exist two inequivalent triangulations with minimum degree at least d
such that they have precisely Md (F 2) vertices and that they cannot be
transformed into each other by diagonal flips without producing vertices of
degree less than d. However, the theorem with Nd (F 2) in the same style as
Theorem 2 would be a nonsense in this case because there is no instance
supporting it.
Although we cannot construct infinitely many d-frozen triangulations on
a fixed closed surfaces F 2 for d 7, we can find some examples of d-frozen
triangulations. For example, any triangulation by the complete graph Kn is
d-frozen for any dn&1. Thus, if Kn triangulates F 2 in two or more ways,
up to equivalence, then those two triangulations cannot be transformed
into each other by diagonal flips and hence Nd (F 2)n+1 for dn&1.
Furthermore, any other graph embedded on F 2 has minimum degree less
than n&1 in this case by the fact mentioned at the beginning of this
section. This implies that Nn&1(F 2)=n+1.
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For example, Arocha, Bracho, and Neumann-Lara [1] have constructed
two inequivalent triangulations by K16 on the nonorientable closed surface
7 26 of genus 26 while Lawrencenko, Negami, and White [13] have given
three inequivalent triangulations by K19 on the orientable closed surface
720 of genus 20. So we have N15(7 26)=17 and N18(720)=20. They are
however vain formulas. See [30] for examples of non-complete d-frozen
triangulations.
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